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Triple-resona nce vibra tional spectroscopy is used to determine the lowest dissociation energy, D0, for the 
water isotopologue HD 16O as 41 239.7 ± 0.2 cm �1 and to improve D0 for H2

16 O to 41 145.92 ± 0.12 cm �1.
Ab initio calculations including systematic basis set and electron correlation convergence studies, relativ- 
istic and Lamb shift effe cts as well as corrections beyond the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, agree 
with the measured values to 1 and 2 cm �1 respectively. The improved treatment of high-order correlation 
terms is key to this high theoretical accuracy. Predicted values for D0 for the other five major water iso- 
topologue s are expected to be correct within 1 cm �1.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 

The OH bond dissociat ion energy of water isotopologu es is used 
in a myriad of applications , ranging from astronomy and biology to 
combustion and atmospheric chemistry. While extreme accuracy 
in bond dissociation energies is not typically needed in practical 
applications , with only three nuclei and 10 electrons, water serves 
as a benchmark molecule for testing quantum–mechanical calcula- 
tions. Experimental ly, it is a challenge to measure the dissociation 
energy of even a small polyatomic molecule accurately, as it usu- 
ally requires access to highly lying molecular levels around D0 with
precisely known energy in a collision-free environment. Theoreti- 
cally, accurate computations must be performed using extremely 
sophisticated models with large basis sets and accounting for 
many effects and interactions that are routinely ignored. 

So far, the only highly accurate, sub-cm �1 calculatio ns of D0 val-
idated by accurate experimental data have been for diatomic 
hydrogen isotopologues [1–3] and their cations [4]. For the sim- 
plest polyatomic molecule, Hþ3 ;D0 has been calculated to a reported 
accuracy of 1 cm �1 [5] but experimentally confirmed to only about 
60 cm �1 [6]. The simplicity of these systems means that they do 
not provide validated theoretical approaches for predicting D0 of
more complex species. Here we report sub-cm �1 accuracy mea- 
surements of D0 for HD 16O, an improved D0 for H16 

2 O, and ab initio 
calculations of D0 with an unpreced ented accuracy of a few cm �1

for seven isotopologu es of this molecule. 
2. Experimen tal setup 

Several spectroscopic techniques have been employed to im- 
prove the accuracy of D0 for H2

16 O [7–9]. These experiments con- 
verged to an accurate value of D0 = 41 145.94 ± 0.15 cm �1,
measure d by direct observation of the H–OH dissociat ion contin- 
uum by detecting the appearance of OH as a function of the total 
excitatio n energy of the water molecule [9]. Here we report a com- 
plementa ry measureme nt of D0(H2O) using triple-resonanc e vibra- 
tional overtone excitation, but by detecting H-atom fragments .
This removes any uncertainty that the detected ground state OH 
may result from hypothetical ly ultrafast collisiona l relaxation of 
the OH fragments, initially appearing in the f component of the 
ground state K-doublet, which is slightly higher in energy than 
the ground state. If this were the case, the measured D0 would
be overestimat ed by the 0.06 cm �1 difference [10] between the 
two K-doublet components. We then employ state-select ive over- 
tone excitation to access the dissociat ion continuum of H16OD on 
its electronic ground surface to measure D0 for the OH bond in 
HOD.

The details of our approach and of the experime ntal apparatu s
have been reported elsewhere [9,11–13]; the excitation scheme 
is illustrate d in Figure 1. We use three laser pulses (P1–P3) to ac- 
cess high-lying terminal vibration al levels through sequential exci- 
tation of three vibrational overtone transitions. For molecules in 
terminal levels lying below the dissociation threshold, a second 
photon of the third excitation laser (P3a) is required to promote 
them to the repulsive electronic surface. A subsequent laser pulse 
(P4) detects the appearing photofragm ents via laser-induce d fluo-
rescence. Manipulatio ns with relative polarizati ons of laser beams 
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Figure 1. (Color online) Schematic energy level diagram of the triple-resonance 
scheme for excitation of the OH stretch in HDO with subsequent laser-induced 
fluorescence (LIF) detection of OD fragments. Molecules in long-lived or bound 
states near the dissociation threshold D0 may absorb an additional photon (P3a)
from the third excitation laser with subsequent dissociation in the repulsive 
electronically-excited state. 
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Figure 2. (Color online). Photofragment spectra of H2O transitions from the 
gateway state, prepared by the same double resonance transition [27 561.27 cm �1

(9,0)+0,101] [(4,0)�0, 000]n[(0,0)0,101], to the states with quantum numbers J = 1
and 2; and fits of the continuum onsets by the Wigner threshold law with J = 1. The 
spectra are measured at water vapor pressure of 50 lbar by detecting (a) ground 
state H-atoms, (b) OH in its [X2P3/2, e, J = 3/2, v = 0] ground state [13]. Both are 
plotted as a function of the total rovibrational energy. 
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allow us to control the rotational quantum numbers J of the acces- 
sible terminal states using the rotational selection rules. 

Figure 2 compares a photodissociati on spectrum originating 
from the (9,0)+0 101 gateway state of H2O, measured by detecting 
H-atoms (Figure 2a), with the spectrum originating from the same 
gateway state but measure d by detecting ground state OH frag- 
ments [12] (Figure 2b). Because of the orthogonal polarizations 
of P2 and P3, only J = 1 and 2 terminal states can be accessed in 
these measurements . The energy of the onset of the dissociative 
continuum correspond s to the lowest dissociation energy of the 
OH bond in the electronic ground state of H2

16 O through the 
expression:

D0 ¼ E0 þ hm1 þ hm2 þ hmc
3 ð1Þ

where E0 is the rotational energy of the initial level of H2O, hm1 and
hm2 are the photon energies of P1 and P2, and hm3

c is the energy of 
photon P3 at the observed onset of the continuum . This expression 
assumes that the OH fragm ents are detected in their ground state. 
Energies of the low-lying vibration–rotation states of both H2

16 O
and HD 16O are known very accurately [14–16] and the energies of 
photons P1–P3 are measured to better than 0.02 cm �1. This leaves 
most of the uncertaint y in determinin g D0 on the sharpne ss of the 
observed onsets of the dissociative continua. For accurate determi- 
nation of these onsets we apply the Wigner threshold law [17], fit-
ting both traces in Figure 2 by the function: 

SðEÞ ¼ y0 þ aðE� D0ÞJþ1=2 ð2Þ

where S is the observed LIF signal, y0, a and D0 are the fit parame- 
ters, and J is the total angular moment um of the dissocia ting mole- 
cule. For both traces the fits with J = 1 and 2 yield very close values 
of D0, although those with J = 1 are slightly more accurate. Taking 
together all the fits for J = 1 and 2, the 0.06 cm �1 linewidth of the 
P3 laser and the precision of our wavemet er, we come to a value 
of D0(H–OH) = 41 145.92 ± 0.12 cm �1 (95% confidence level), which 
confirms the original result measured by triple resonance [9], which 
had a greater uncertaint y of ±0.15 cm �1.

Figure 3 shows a series of HD 16O spectra measured by scanning 
the third excitation laser (P3) in the region of the continuum onset 
and plotted as a function of the total internal energy. Although the 
spectra originate from different rotational and vibrational gateway 
states, they all exhibit the same onset of the dissociation contin- 
uum. Fitting the traces in Figure 3 using the function of Eq. (2) with
values of J allowed by the selection rules of the laser pumping 
scheme yields a set of D0 values with a standard deviation of 
±0.07 cm �1 about their average. We excluded from consideration 
the fit of trace (a) for J = 0, because it does not resemble the exper- 
imental trace; it is likely that in this case the shape of the onset is 
largely determined by the transition to the J = 2, rather than the 
J = 0, final state. We determine D0(H–16OD) = 41 239.7 ± 0.2 cm �1

within a 95% confidence level. This number is significantly smaller 
and 25 times more accurate than the recently reported indirect 
measure ment of 41 283 ± 5 cm �1 [18]. Our experime ntal value is 
strongly supported by the ab initio calculations reported below. 
We rule out any possible artifacts that could have decreased our 
measure d value and thus conclude that the indirect measurements 
[18] are too high. 
3. Ab initio calculati ons 

Electroni c structure calculations used MOLPRO [19], CFOUR [20]
and MRCC [21]. We used basis sets of the Dunning family, aug-cc- 
p (wC) VnZ (-DK) for n up to 8 [22–26]. The aug-cc-pV7Z and 
aug-cc-p V8Z basis sets for hydrogen and oxygen were provided 
privately by Feller, but we had to drop k and l functions as these 
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Figure 3. (Color online). Sample photofragment spectra of HD 16O transitions (black
dots) from the gateway states prepared by the double resonance transition 
indicated (in normal mode vibrational notation): (a) [27 984.79 cm �1 (0,0,9),101]
 [(0,0,4),000] [(0,0,0),101], (b) [28 013.13 cm �1 (0,0,9),202] [(0,0,4),
101] [(0,0,0),202], (c) [25 376.10 cm �1 (0,0,8),202] [(0,0,4),101] [(0,0,0), 202], 
(d) [25 376.10 cm �1(0,0,8),000] [(0,0,4),101] [(0,0,0),000]; and fits of the con- 
tinuum onsets (red lines) by the Wigner threshold law with J = 2, 3, 3, 1 for (a)–(d)
respectively. The spectra are measured by detecting the ground state OD fragments 
and labeled by the accessible angular momentum quantum numbers. Large peaks of 
the traces (b) and (c) go beyond the vertical scale. In (a)–(c) the fits ignore the large 
absorption peaks below the onset for an appropriate fit of the baseline. 
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are not supported by MOLPRO. We use the shorthand anz to refer to 
the aug-cc-p nVZ basis set, while a[ nm]z indicates results obtained 
by extrapolation of the anz and amz values. 

For all water isotopologu es we used re = 1.8100 a0,
he = 104.485 �, which are the best mass-independ ent equilibriu m
values reported by Császár et al. [27]. For OH we used re = 1.8313 
a0, which was obtained by minimization of the energy using 
IC-MRCI+P (internally-contracted multi-reference configuration 
interaction with Pople correction, as implemented in MOLPRO), the 
aug-cc-pwC5Z -DK basis set [26] and the fourth-order Douglas–
Kroll–Hess scalar-re lativistic Hamiltonian [28].

3.1. Frozen-core CCSD(T) value of De

For calculations of the OH radical we used RHF-RCCSD(T), as 
implemented in MOLPRO. We extrapolated energies using two-poin t
extrapolation and assuming a dependence of the type En = E1 + A/
na; an analysis of the frozen-core CCSD(T) energies for n = 3–6
shows the best fit is obtained for a = 4, and this value was therefore 
used instead of the more traditional value [29] a = 3. In agreement 
with Harding et al. [30] and Feller et al. [29] we did not find any 
advantage in extrapolating separately the Hartree–Fock and corre- 
lation energies when using basis sets larger than 4- f. Our best fro- 
zen-core value is obtained by extrapolation of the 7- f and 8- f basis
sets and is 43 956(6) cm �1, where the error bar is the difference be- 
tween the a[78]z and non-extrapolat ed a8z value (see Table 1).
3.2. Use F12 methods 

Explicitly correlated methods of the F12 kind [31] were consid- 
ered but we came to the conclusio n that presently-avai lable ver- 
sions are not adequate at the level of precision of better than 
10 cm �1 we are aiming for. This conclusion was also recently 
reached by Patkowski [32], while Feller [33] raised similar con- 
cerns. There are a number reasons why presently-avai lable F12 
are not adequate for very high accuracies. All F12 versions of the 
CCSD method (CCSD-F12a, CCSD-F12b, CCSD[F12 ], CCSD (F12⁄),
etc.) introduce approximat ions which do not give the same energy 
as conventional CCSD in the infinite basis set limit. F12 methods 
require several auxiliary basis sets and the available ones are not 
large enough for high-accuracy work. There is no F12 version of 
the (T) correction. 

The best value we obtained using an F12 methods is 
De = 43 988(8) cm �1, obtained using CCSD(T)-F12b/aug-cc- 
pV[56]Z. Extrapolation was performed on the De values using an 
exponenti al, exp (�an), law. The uncertainty bar was computed 
from the combined scatter of a6z and a[56]z values and from the 
correspond ing F12a values. The difference between conventional 
and F12 values is 32(10) cm �1 and hence the two values are incom- 
patible. On the basis of the above discussion we trust the conven- 
tional value. 
3.3. Core-corr elation correction 

All-electron calculations used the aug-cc-pwC nZ basis sets for 
n = 3–5, and aug-cc-pCV6Z for n = 6, as there is no corresponding 
wC available. We took as core correlation correctio n the value 
+80.7(2) cm �1, correspond ing to the extrapolated a[56]z CCSD(T)
value. The uncertainty bar is the difference between the a6z value 
and the a[56]z value (see Table 1).
3.4. Higher-level correlatio n (HLC) effects 

We corrected for correlation effects beyond CCSD(T) using 
CCSDTQ and FCI calculations (see Table 1). There is strong evidence 
[8,34] that correlation effects due to coupled-cluster quadruple 
excitatio ns cannot be quantitative ly modeled using the 2- f basis
set, and our study confirms this observation: the RHF–UCCSDTQ 
– RHF-RCCSD(T) correctio n is +25.7 cm �1 in the cc-pVDZ basis 
set but �54.9 cm �1 in the aug-cc-pVTZ one. Nonetheles s 2- f results
should be representative of the order of magnitude of quadruples .
The RHF–UCCSDTQ/aug-cc-p VTZ calculation used the program 
MRCC [21] and took 38 h and 350 GB of RAM using a single core 
of a 2.67 GHz Intel Xeon X7542 workstation (the calculation was 
done fully in RAM to avoid slowdow ns due to hard disk input/out- 
put). As one can see from Table 1, the small effect due to excita- 
tions higher than quadruples shows little basis-set dependence. 
Even using the extremely small ‘single- f’ 6–31G basis set the FCI- 
CCSDTQ effect on De, namely +1.5 cm �1, is qualitatively similar to 
the value for the correctio n obtained in our largest basis set, 
namely +2.9 cm �1; this basis set is a mixed 2- f/3-f consisting of 
cc-pVDZ for hydrogen and cc-pVTZ for oxygen. This FCI calculation 
took about 5.5 CPU-days, 400 GB of disk and 26 GB RAM. We could 
not compute FCI/ cc-pVTZ as we estimate such calculation would 
take about 180 CPU-days , 300 GB of RAM and 7.0 TB of disk. We 
used for our HLC correction the sum of the RHF–UCCSDTQ/aug- 
cc-pVTZ correctio n and of the FCI correction computed in the 
mixed 2- f/3-f basis set, namely �54.9 + 2.9 = �52(3) cm �1, where 
the uncertainty bar takes into account the residual basis-set 
depende nce of HLC at the 3- f level.

Note that as both Ruscic et al. [8] and Harding et al. [30] used
UHF-based methods their De values for the CCSD(T) and the HLC 



Table 1
Convergence of non-relat ivistic electr onic contributions to De as a function of basis set and model. Electronic energies are in Hartree; De values are given in cm �1.

Basis 
set 

Absolute energies in hartrees D0 in cm �1

Water OH H

RHF CCSD CCSD(T) RHF RCCSD RCCSD(T) RHF RHF CCSD CCSD(T)

Frozen core calculations 
a3z �76.0605709 �76.3336683 �76.3422988 �75.4166792 �75.6394080 �75.6453823 �0.4998212 31,619.8 42,674.4 43,257.4 
a4z �76.0659553 �76.3542109 �76.3635851 �75.4216112 �75.6577103 �75.6642877 �0.4999483 31,691.2 43,138.2 43,752.1 
a5z �76.0672745 �76.3606435 �76.3702976 �75.4228539 �75.6635990 �75.6704112 �0.4999948 31,697.8 43,247.4 43,871.1 
a6z �76.0674164 �76.3628079 �76.3725581 �75.4229835 �75.6655766 �75.6724694 �0.4999993 31,699.5 43,287.4 43,914.6 
[56] �76.0675485 �76.3648240 �76.3746636 �75.4231041 �75.6674187 �75.6743865 �0.5000035 31,701.1 43,324.7 43,955.0 
a7z a �76.0674344 �76.3636155 �76.3734052 �75.4229996 �75.6662655 �75.6731891 �0.4999997 31,699.8 43,313.4 43,942.4 
a8z b �76.0674408 �76.3639323 �76.3737373 �75.4230040 �75.6665523 �75.6734885 �0.5000000 31,700.2 43,319.9 43,949.5 
[78] �76.0674467 �76.3642274 �76.3740466 �75.4230080 �75.6668194 �75.6737673 �0.5000002 31,700.6 43,326.0 43,956.2 

All-electron calculations Contribution to D0

acw3z �76.0607273 �76.3905024 �76.3998270 �75.4167902 �75.6960863 �75.7026782 �0.4998212 10.0 34.2 51.0 
acw4z �76.0660122 �76.4148142 �76.4247602 �75.4216501 �75.7180797 �75.7251790 �0.4999483 4.0 51.3 62.3 
acw5z �76.0672871 �76.4221405 �76.4322905 �75.4228628 �75.7247916 �75.7320556 �0.4999948 0.8 66.8 76.5 
ac6z �76.0674204 �76.4247103 �76.4349269 �75.4229863 �75.7271606 �75.7344797 �0.4999993 0.3 69.9 78.7 
[56] �76.0675445 �76.4271040 �76.4373826 �75.4231014 �75.7293671 �75.7367377 �0.5000035 �0.3 72.8 80.7 

CCSD(T) CCSDTQ FCI RCCSD(T) UCCSDTQ FCI RHF CCSD(T) CCSDTQ–
CCSD(T)

FCI–
CCSDTQ 

High-order correlation effects (frozen-core calculations) Contribution to D0

6-31G �76.1194352 �76.1199484 �76.1199598 �75.4616137 �75.4619457 �75.4619502 �0.4982329 35025.6 +39.8 1.5 
2z �76.2410416 �76.2416589 �76.2416768 �75.5591747 �75.5596750 �75.5596817 �0.4992784 40073.5 +25.7 2.5 
2z/3z c �76.3169345 �76.3173241 �76.3173455 �75.6303062 �75.6308607 �75.6308691 �0.4992784 41118.5 �36.2 2.9 
a2z �76.2737613 �76.2744501 �75.5838546 �75.5845560 �0.4993343 41825.8 �2.8 
3z �76.3321941 �76.3325898 �75.6375536 �76.6381265 �0.4998098 42760.4 �38.9 
a3z �76.3422988 �76.3427192 �75.6453823 �75.6460531 �0.4998212 43257.4 �54.9

a k Functions dropped. 
b k and l Functions dropped. 
c cc-pVDZ basis set for hydrogen and cc-pVTZ for oxygen. 
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are not directly comparable with ours, while their sum, corre- 
sponding to the FCI/infinite-f limit, is. 

3.5. Relativistic and QED corrections 

The scalar-relativis tic correction was computed using the sixth- 
order Douglas–Kroll–Hess (DKH) Hamiltonian [28] and the aug-cc- 
pwC5Z-DK basis set. The depende nce both on basis set size (for ba- 
sis sets larger than 3- f) and correlation treatment (various versions 
of the CCSD(T) method and IC-MRCI+Q were tried) are small, 
<2 cm �1. Our best value is �53(3) cm �1, obtained with the AQCC 
method in the full-valence reference space. Values for the relativ- 
istic correctio n obtained using the simple mass-vel ocity, one-elec- 
tron Darwin (MVD1) Hamiltonian are systemati cally 2.9 cm �1

smaller than the DKH values. 
The order of magnitude of quantum electrodyna mic (QED) cor- 

rections was estimated as 0.0238 times the one-electron Darwin 
term [35]. Its value is 3.2 cm �1 using MRCI/aug-c c-pwCV5Z. Tests 
using smaller basis sets and different correlation treatments 
(CASSCF and ACPF) show that this value is converged to 0.2 cm �1.
3.6. Born–Oppenheimer diagonal correction (BODC)

The BODC was computed using CFOUR [20] at the UHF–CCSD le- 
vel. Correlation effects further than CCSD are estimate d to affect 
DOBC values by less than 1 cm �1 on the basis of the cc-pVDZ/CISD T
values for water reported by Valeev and Sherrill [36]. We used the 
following (nuclear) masses: m(H) = 1.00727645 Da, m(D) = 2.0135 
5320 Da, m(16O) = 15.99052599 Da, m(17O) = 16.99474256 Da and 
m(18 O) = 17.99477166 Da. We used the aug-cc-pVTZ and aug-cc- 
pVQZ basis sets and extrapolated the BODC values assuming an 
n�3 dependence. The extrapolated values are reported in Table 3
and are converge d with respect to the basis set to 0.2 cm �1. The 
BODC corrections for the H and D atoms are given in atomic units 
by 1/(2M) and amount to, respectively , 59.8 and 29.9 cm �1.

3.7. Zero-poin t energies and spin–orbit effect 

The zero-point energy of a molecule is usually defined as the 
differenc e between the energy of the rotational –vibrational ground 
state and the energy of the lowest point of the potential energy 
surface (PES) [37]. Some qualifications necessary in the case of 
open-she ll species are discussed in the section devoted to the 
OH/OD diatomics. 

All water calculatio ns used the DVR3D program suite [38] and
nuclear masses. For H2

16 O we used the recent semi-empir ical PES 
by Bubukina et al. [39] and the ab initio CVRQD surface by Barletta 
et al. [40]. For HDO we tried a semi-empir ical PES [41] and the 
CVRQD surface without the adiabatic correction. The sensitivity 
to the PES used is less than 0.4 cm �1. Using atomic masses results 
in ZPE which are smaller by 1.2, 0.6 and 0.5 cm �1 for the isotopo- 
logues containing respectivel y two H atoms, one H and one D and 
two D atoms. For all isotopologu es the error bar on ZPEs can be 
conservati vely estimated to 0.5 cm �1.

The water 1A1 ground state is a spin-singlet and the spin–orbit
effect is zero at first order of perturbation theory. The second order 
effect is mostly due to couplings with the excited states 3B1, 1B1

and 3A1 (all lying between 59000 cm �1 and 78 000 cm �1) and was 
estimate d to be smaller than 0.02 cm �1 using IC-MRCI/aug-c c- 
pVTZ. This estimate holds for all water isotopologu es. 

The Hamiltonian appropriate for understanding the spectra of 
diatomic molecules within �1–2 cm �1 can be written as [42]:

H ¼ � �h2

2l
d2

dr2 þ VðrÞ ð3Þ



Table 2
Ab initio contributions to the dissociation energies of H2

16 O and HD 16O. All value s are in cm �1. Results of the previous ab initio studies
[8,30] are given for comparison. Uncer tainties, where available, are given in parenthesis . Signed contr ibutions are additive corrections. 
Contributions A to H are nuclear-mass independe nt, all others are nuclear-mass dependent (MD).

Ref. [8] Ref. [30] This work 

A CCSD(T) frozen core 43957(52) 43956(6)
B Core correlation CCSD(T) +77 +81(2)
C All-electron CCSD(T) [=A + B] 44034 +13424 44037(6)
D Higher-order correlation �7 �25 �52(3)
E Full CI value [=C + D] 44 027 44 000 43 985(7)

MRCI+Q value 43984(60)
F Scalar relativistic correction �53 �50 �53(3)
G QED (Lamb shift) correction +3(1)
H Spin–orbit effect �65 �69.4(1)
I Angular momenta coupling, OH +31.5(0)
J Sum spin effects, OH [=H + I] �38 �65 �37.9(1)
K BODC, H2O +36 +35 +35.3(0.5)
L ZPE H2O �4638 �4638.1(0)
M ZPE OH +1851 +1850.7(0.5)
N Net ZPE, H2O [=L + M] �2787 �2804 �2787.4(0.5)
O Angular momenta coupling, OD +18.1(0)
P Sum spin effects, OD [=H + O] �51.3(1)
Q BODC, HDO +26.9(0.5)
R ZPE HDO �4023.0(0)
S ZPE OD +1350.8(0.5)
T Net ZPE, HDO [=R + S] �2672.2(0.5)
U Non-adiabatic contributions 0(1)
V Total MD, H2O [=I + K+N + U] �2721(1)
W Total MD, HDO [=O + Q+T + U] �2627(1)

D0(H2O) Calc. [=E + V] 41187(52) 41116 41145(8)
⁄ (Obs – Calc) D0(H2O) �42 +30 +1 

D0(HDO) Calc. [=E + W] 41238(8)
⁄ (Obs – Calc) D0(HDO) +2 

Dcalc = D0(H2O) � D0(HDO) [=V-W] �93.4(0.9)
Dobs = D0(H2O) � D0(HDO) �93.8(0.3)

⁄ Dobs – Dcalc �0.5
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þB½JðJ þ 1Þ þ SðSþ 1Þ �K2 � 2X2 þ 2KX� ð4Þ

þB½L2
x ðrÞ þ L2

yðrÞ� ð5Þ

þHSO þHLS þHJL þHJS ð6Þ

where all symbols have their usual spectroscop ic meaning , V(r) is 
the adiabatic potenti al energy curve and the terms (6) represent
the spin–orbit, spin-electron ic, L-uncoupling and S-uncou pling 
operators [42]. A detailed analysis shows that for molecules in ener- 
getically well-iso lated 1R states all terms given by (4)–(6) are either 
exactly zero or negligib ly small for rotationles s (J = 0) states. In this 
simplified case the ZPE can be obtained by solving the one-dimen- 
sional Schrödinger equation given by Eq. (3). In the case of open- 
shell molecules (S – 0 and/or K – 0) terms (4)–(6) cannot be ig- 
nored as they significantly contribute to the energy of rotational–
vibrational states. This situation notwithstand ing, it is common 
practice to compute ZPEs for open-shel l species using the same pro- 
cedure used for closed-s hell species , i.e. by solving Eq. (3). To aid 
comparis on with the existing literature we followed this conve ntion 
for the ZPEs of all the OH isotopolog ues. More specifically, we 
decomp osed the energy of the rotational–vibration al ground state 
of the OH/OD diatomics as Etot = ZPE + ESO + Ecoupling. Etot was ob- 
tained by solving the coupled problem (3)–(6), using an in-house 
program . ZPE is the convention al zero-point energy obtained by 
solution of (3). ESO is the spin–orbit contributio n due to HSO, com- 
puted at the electronic-s tructure step, discussed below. The term 
Ecoupling is given by Etot – ZPE – ESO and represe nts the net contribu- 
tion due to terms (4)–(6). A similar approac h was used by Harding 
et al. [30], who for the coupled problem used an approximat e for- 
mula by Hill and van Vleck [43]; note that Ref. [30] calls our ESO + -
Ecoupling ‘spin–orbit stabiliz ation energy’. Ruscic [8] too uses the 
Hill-van Vleck formula and calls ESO + Ecoupling ‘spin orbit contrib u- 
tion’ without any further qualification. We prefer to keep the two 
contri butions ESO and Ecoupling separa te as the former is nuclear- 
mass- independen t, while the latter is nuclea r-mass-dep endent. 

To calculate zero point energies we built an ab initio potential
energy curve (PEC) using all-electron IC-ACPF/DKH4 and the aug- 
cc-pwC5Z- DK basis set. Nuclear masses were used for all isotopo- 
logues. The PEC was built by spline interpolants from 200 equally- 
spaced points between 1.00 a0 and 3.00 a0. We then complemen ted 
this PEC with four further small corrections: (a), term (5), propor- 
tional to the expectation value of the L2

x þ L2
y operator; (b), an elec- 

tron-correl ation correctio n curve based on seven Full-CI (frozen
core) points computed in the cc-pVTZ basis set; (c) a basis-set 
extrapolati on correctio n surface based on a coarser IC-ACPF/ 
DKH4 curve computed with the aug-cc-pCV6Z basis set; (d), an 
adiabatic correctio n curve computed with CCSD/aug-cc-pVD Z. 
Using this composite surface we obtain an equilibrium bond length 
re = 1.832 a0 while the ZPE for OH is 1850.73 cm �1. These values 
agree very well with the experimentally- derived value reported 
by Irikura [37] ZPE = 1850.69(5) cm �1 (based on data from Ref. 
[44]), also used by Ruscic [8], and re = 1.834 a0 [44]. Harding 
et al. [30] quote 1850.69 cm �1 as the correct experimental value 
for OH, but in their Table 1 use, for reasons of consistency , the 
ab initio value given by HEAT protocol, namely 1859.9 cm �1. Our 
ab initio PEC was used to predict the ZPE for all the OH isotopo- 
logues considered. Results for ZPE, along with the spin–orbit and 
angular-mo mentum contributions are reported in Table 3:

The Breit-Pauli spin–orbit Hamiltonian [42] splits the energy of 
the 2P ground state of the OH diatomic into two components, 2P3/2

and 2P1/2, with the 2P3/2 curve lying lowest. If spin–orbit coupling s
of the 2P components with further excited states are neglected the 
shifts of the 2P3/2 and 2P1/2 components are given by ±(A/2), where 
jAj represents the separation of the two 2P components. Herzberg 
and Huber [44] report A = �139.21 cm �1 while a recent analysis by 



Table 3
Predicted bond dissociation energies D0 for water isotopologues. All quantities in 
cm �1.

Bond BODC a ZPEb AMCc MDCd D0

H2O OH H2O OH 

16OH–H 611.2 586.8 4638.1 1850.7 31.4 �2720.7 41146.0 
17OH–H 580.3 555.7 4630.4 1847.5 31.3 �2716.4 41150.3 
18OH–H 553.0 528.2 4623.3 1844.6 31.2 �2712.5 41154.2 
16OD–H 589.0 556.1 4023.0 1350.8 17.9 �2627.0 41239.7 
16OH–D 589.0 586.8 4023.0 1850.7 31.4 �2112.9 41753.8 
17OD–H 558.1 525.1 4013.3 1346.4 17.8 �2622.4 41244.3 
17OH–D 558.1 555.7 4013.3 1847.5 31.3 �2107.0 41759.7 
18OD–H 530.8 497.6 4005.0 1342.4 17.7 �2618.3 41248.4 
18OH–D 530.8 528.2 4005.0 1844.6 31.2 �2101.8 41764.9 
16OD–D 566.8 556.1 3390.0 1350.8 17.9 �2002.0 41864.7 

a Born–Oppenheimer diagonal corrections. Contributions due to the H and D
atoms are 59.8 and 29.9 cm �1. The overall contributions to D0 is given by BODC 
(OH)+BODC (H)-BODC (H2O).

b Zero-point energy contributions. The overall contributions is given by ZPE (OH)-
ZPE (H2O).

c Total contribution to D0 due to angular-momenta coupling in the OH diatomics. 
d Overall mass-dependent contribution to D0, given by the sum of the BODC and 

ZPE total contributions. 
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Bernath and Colin [10] gives A = �139.05 cm �1. We computed 
ab initio the value of A for r = 1.835 a0 using IC-MRCI, the aug-cc- 
pwCnZ-DK basis sets (n = T, Q, 5) and the fourth-orde r Douglas–
Kroll–Hess Hamilton ian. For basis sets of increasing size with 
n = T, Q, 5 the values �134.2, �137.3 and �138.7 cm �1 were ob- 
tained. Our final value for the shift of the 2P3/2 component (contri-
bution (H) in Table 2) is A/2 = �69.4(1) cm �1.

The coupled system given by terms (3)–(6) was solved using an 
in-house program and the potential energy curve and spin–orbit
constant A discussed in the previous sections. Coupling with ex- 
cited electronic terms were neglected. Subtracting from the ener- 
gies relative to the fully-coupled system the ZPEs and the spin–
orbit contribution gives the values reported in Table 3.

3.8. Non-adiabati c effects 

Non-adiaba tic (NA) effects are notoriously difficult to evaluate; 
they contribute 0.4339(2) cm �1 to the dissociation energy of H2

and 0.1563(2) cm �1 to the dissociat ion energy of D2 [3], even 
though they contribute up to 4.7 cm �1 in magnitude for rota- 
tional–vibrational energy levels [45]. Schwenke [46] reported
non-adiabati c corrections relative to the vibrational ground state 
down to �1.7 cm �1 for water vibrational energy levels up to 
�10000 cm �1; the absolute contribution to the ground vibrational 
state is not reported by [46].

Here we estimate the magnitude of NA effects using a recent 
adaptation of Schwenk e’s procedure [47] to be less than 1 cm �1

for the overall error bar for D0.

4. Discussion 

Results of our computations are compare d with the best previ- 
ous studies [8,30,48] and detailed in Table 2. Our calculations con- 
sidered the following contributions to D0: (A) correlated electroni c
energy calculated at the coupled cluster CCSD(T) level; (B) a core- 
correlation correctio n; (C) [=A + B] a complete basis set, all electron 
CCSD(T) value; (D) higher-leve l electron correlation correctio n
(HLC); (E) [=C + D] a complete basis set, full configuration interac- 
tion value; (F) an electronic scalar-relativis tic correctio n; (G) QED 
Lamb-shift correction; (H) an electronic spin–orbit coupling cor- 
rection; (I, O) contributi ons due to angular-mo menta couplings 
in the OH or OD radical; (J) [=H + I] and (P) [=H + O] overall spin-re- 
lated effects in the OH or OD radical; (K, Q) BODC; and (L, M, N, R, S, 
T) vibrational zero point energy (ZPE) contributions relative to the 
various isotopologu es. Contributions (A) to (H) only concern the 
electroni c motion with fixed nuclei. Contributions (I) to (T) involve 
solving the nuclear-mo tion problem for water and for the OH dia- 
tomic. (U) NA effects are estimate d as zero but with a contribution 
to D0 which may conceivably amount to up to 1 cm �1.

The overall accuracy of our theoretical value for D0 is deter- 
mined mainly by the basis-set incompleten ess error of the main 
contributi on (C), namely valence-only CCSD(T), even though we 
used very large aug-cc-pV7Z and aug-cc-pV8Z basis sets [29] and
basis-set extrapolation. The core-correlati on contribution, also in- 
cluded in contribution (C), was computed using extrapolation of 
the aug-cc-pwC5Z and aug-cc-pC6Z basis sets and carries an uncer- 
tainty of 2 cm �1. Our HLC contribution (D) is essential for obtaining 
good agreement with the measure ments and is based on CCSDTQ 
in the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set and Full CI in a hybrid basis set which 
uses cc-pVTZ for oxygen and cc-pVDZ for hydrogen . The Full CI cor- 
rection to the CCSDTQ value amounts to 2.9 cm �1 and is consistent 
with the value given by Feller and Peterson [48] for their correction 
to the atomization energy of water, namely 3.5 cm �1. Differenc es 
with previous values [8,30] for contributions (A) to (D) are partly 
due to a slightly different partitioning of the CCSD(T) and HLC con- 
tribution s; however, the full CI estimated value (E) is directly com- 
parable between all references. A significant factor in our HLC 
contributi on (D) is our use of the larger aug-cc-p VTZ basis set in- 
stead of the smaller cc-pVDZ (or analogous) basis generally used 
previousl y. 

The angular momenta coupling contributions (I, O) arise from 
the 2P electronic ground states of the OH and OD diatomics; the 
presence of angular momenta (electronic spin and orbital) implies 
that the minimum total angular momentum J for these systems is 
3/2 and leads to small but relevant energy contributi ons, discussed 
in the supplemental material. Note that the previous studies [8,30]
provide the sum of the contributions (H) and (I) as their ‘spin–orbit
contributi on’. 

The ±8 cm �1 uncertainty in the calculated dissociat ion energies, 
which is smaller than previous values [8,47,48] by a factor of more 
than five, is largely determined by the mass-independen t contribu- 
tion (E). The isotopic shift of D0, D = D0 (H2O) – D0(HDO), is entirely 
determined by the mass-depende nt (adiabatic and non-adiabati c)
contributi ons and was calculated more accurately than D0. Com- 
parison of observed and calculated values gives D(obs) –
D(calc) = 0.5 ± 1.2 cm �1, indicating once again agreement within 
the stated uncertainti es. 

We note that the coupled-cluster approach employed is appli- 
cable because we perform separate calculations for the water mol- 
ecule and for the dissociation fragments (OH, OD and H) at their 
equilibriu m geometry. It is well established , [49] that the trun- 
cated coupled-clus ter methods such as CCSD(T) perform poorly 
in the near-dissoc iation region and that the computati on of global 
potential energy surfaces requires methods such as multi-refer- 
ence configuration interactio n (MRCI) [50]. Table 2 shows that 
the value for the mass-independen t, non-relativistic contribution 
to D0 computed with Davidson- corrected MRCI is within 2 cm �1

of our coupled-clus ter based full-CI estimate. The agreement be- 
tween the coupled-cluster and the MRCI value opens the way to 
MRCI-bas ed ab initio studies of the entire water ground state po- 
tential energy surface both below and above dissociation with an 
accuracy of only a few cm �1.

Finally our mass-depen dent terms can be combined with the 
measure d values for D0 to provide predicted dissociat ion energies 
for the other isotopologu es of water, see Table 3. For all isotopo- 
logues we use a mass-independ ent contributi on of 43866.7 
(1.5) cm �1, obtained by combining the experimental values for 
D0(H2O) and D0(HDO) and the correspondi ng theoretical mass- 
depende nt contributions. The less accurate ab initio mass-indepen-
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dent contributi on is given by the sum of contribution (E), (F), (G)
and (H) of Table 2 and is 43865(8) cm �1. Also reported are the 
zero-point energies (ZPE) and Born–Oppenheimer diagonal correc- 
tion (BODC) contributions as well as the overall mass-depende nt 
contribution (MDC). We estimate the predicted values of D0 should
be accurate to 1 cm �1.

5. Conclusions 

Our measurements improve the earlier value of D0 for H2
16 O to 

41 145.94 ± 0.12 cm �1 and provide a value D0(H–OD) = 41 239.7 ±
0.2 cm �1 for HD 16O. These two values, currently the most accurate 
available, enable a double assessment of the accuracy of our high- 
level ab initio computations . Theory reproduces both measured 
values within ±2 cm �1, that is, with a relative accuracy better than 
0.005%. Such highly accurate calculatio ns inspire confidence in the 
ability of our theoretical approach to predict yet unmeasured 
molecular quantities at the interface of discrete and continuum 
quantum states with a similar accuracy. In particular, predicted 
D0 values for several isotopologu es of water, obtained as a theoret- 
ical shift to the measured D0 values, are given in Table 3 and pro- 
vide a subject for further experimental verification. 
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